


Company Introduction
Hello, we are Melissa and Katelyn and we are the founders of MK Designs. We 
chose to make this company because we wanted to make kids feel comfortable 
while they learn at school. With our new room that we designed, the kids will be 
sure to have a great learning experience. 

CEO’s and founders of MK Designs: Katelyn K. and Melissa O.



Mission Statement
    At MK Designs we are insured to provide students with the most comfortable 
and suitable learning experience. We will accomplish this by creating a classroom 
with comfortable chairs and desks to make you feel like you are at home and can 
do your work without having to worry about being uncomfortable.



Design Aesthetic



Design Inspiration



Design Reasoning
● Providing a learning space that is comfortable and easy going is way to get 

students to learn and work while being comfortable.
● When students are comfortable, it is easier for them to learn and stay focused 

on their work.



Furniture 



Chairs
The bean bag chairs on  amazon are $29.97 each and the classroom chairs are 
13.75 each. There will be 5 bean bag chairs and 30 classroom chairs.

https://www.amazon.com/dp/B00DQT7B2C/ref=twister_B018GUSZ70?_encoding=UTF8&th=1
https://www.educationsupplies.co.uk/value-classroom-chairs-blue-2


Desks
We will have 25 individual desks that are $52.99 each and have pockets under to 
hold your supplies. The other 25 chairs will go with these desks. There is also one 
rectangle desk in the middle that will hold 5 students.

https://www.schoolfurniture4less.com/FD-DESK-GG.html?cgid=middle-school-classroom-journey#start=1


Tables
We are going to have 1 rectangle table in the middle of our room so that the 
teacher can conference with the students. It costs $92.36 and we will only get 1

https://correlltablesforless.com/product/correll-a2448-rec-02-high-pressure-rectangle-shape-activity-table-light-oak-24-w-x-48-l-adjustable-height/


Learning Spaces 
Our room will consist of bean bag chairs, long desks, and classroom chairs. The 
bean bag chairs will be spread out across the room and the the desks will be on 
the outside and center of the room along with the classroom chairs.



Other Features
1. Front Whiteboard $55.89
2. Ceiling projector $102.30
3. 6 Inspiring Posters $19.23
4. Curtains $6.29

https://www.amazon.com/VIZ-PRO-Magnetic-Whiteboard-Inches-Aluminium/dp/B01LWQ5K9K/ref=sr_1_3_sspa?s=office-products&ie=UTF8&qid=1544663567&sr=1-3-spons&keywords=front+whiteboard+for+classroom&psc=1
https://www.amazon.com/Epson-V12H808001-Universal-Projector-Ceiling/dp/B01CT6VI0S
https://www.amazon.com/Creative-Teaching-Press-Inspire-Posters/dp/B01AXBEMK4/ref=sr_1_2?s=office-products&ie=UTF8&qid=1544718836&sr=1-2&keywords=inspiring+poster
http://ng-press-inspire-posters/dp/B01AXBEMK4/ref=sr_1_2?s=office-products&ie=UTF8&qid=1544663698&sr=1-2&keywords=inspiring+posters


Blueprint



Blueprint Explained
Scaling: our scale is going by cm for the blueprint  

Objects: there is 30 chairs, 25 individual desks,1 rectangle table in the center, and 
5 bean bag chairs. 

Dimensions: our chairs are 10 inches.The measurements for our desks are  
22x24x18. Our bean bag chairs are 98 inches. Our table is 9’4. 



Blueprint



Cost Calculations and Estimates



Chairs
1 chair= the cost of 1 bean bag chair and 1 classroom chair combined

1 chair $43.72

2 chairs $87.44

3 chairs $131.16

4 chairs $174.88

5 chairs $218.6



Desks

1 desk $52.99

2 desks $105.98

3 desks $158.97

4 desks $211.96

5 desks $264.95



Tables

1 table $92.36

2 tables $184.72

3 tables $277.08

4 tables $369.44

5 tables $461.8



Total Costs
Cost for Classroom: About $2,000 in total

Cost for School : A school with 10 classrooms will cost $20,000



Conclusion



Why go with MK Designs?
1. We at MK designs are committed to provide students of all ages with the best 

and easiest going learning experience!
2. Our learning environment will be comfortable and easy going so that students 

can feel freely and do their work.
3. In our classroom,we will make everything organized so that the students can 

get their work done and the teachers have enough space around the room to 
help the students. 


